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This might have ended in the usual manner

And brought the joys and griefs of wedded life;

But ‘twas not so ordained; another bridegroom

Had stronger claims - she’s wedded to her grave.

. . . My love is with the dead.

Nor was I there to soothe her latest hour,

But came to gaze upon a putrid corpse,

Such as but fools can cherish.

Alfred Bernhard Nobel (1851)

‘twas = it was

ordained = (of God) given orders, destined

bridegroom = groom
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claims = demands

she’s wedded to her grave = she died

Nor = And not

Soothe = to make calm

gaze upon = to set eyes on

putrid = rotten

cherish = to keep alive in one’s heart

ih"mJwd  1

1. This (line 1)  MUI~I&S~~S?

2. “This might have ended in the usual manner

And brought the joys and griefs of wedded life;”

~~l~s~p;l"arun~~O~q(sl%O$1914?

3. “My love is with the dead.” m~~t~na~o~-hh~'~~?

4. uss~~kWd~onil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

5. “Another bridegroom” ~I.JI&DI:~~?  vhh?

6. ~anaiadl~~  (Theme) 'uosFnas~~~~oPdoJl~~~~~~?

7.  “Such as but fools can cherish.”

~16tiSbblnfh6li7Pd%Fl  (Devices) hnlsfuUuT&l~?



This breathing clay, what business has it here?

Some petty wants to chain us to the earth.

Some lofty thoughts to lift us to the spheres

And cheat us with that semblance of a soul,

To dream of immortality....

Alfred Bernhard Nobel (1851)

clay = sticky earth that becomes hard when baked

petty = small, unimportant

wants = needs

chain = to link for connection

lofty = distinguished, splendid

spheres = the sky

cheat = to act in a dishonest way to win an advantage

semblanee = appearance

immortality = endless life
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3. “breathing clay” &Ih.d~~n~ld  (Symbol) WNO:~?
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“The who le  o f  my remain  my rea l izab le  es ta te  sha l l  be  dea l t  w i th  in  the

following way: the capital, invested in safe securities by my executors, shall constitute

a fund ,  the  in te res t  on  wh ich  sha l l  be  annua l l y  d is t r ibu ted  in  the  fo rm o f  prrzes  to  those

who,  dur ing the preceding year ,  sha l l  have confer red the greatest  benef i t  on mankind.

The  sard in te res t  sha l l  be  d iv ided  in to  f i ve  equa l  par ts ,  wh ich  sha l l  be  appor t ioned  as

follow: one part to the person who shall have made the most important chemical

dIscovery  or improvement, one part to person who shall have made the most important

discovery within the domain of physiology or medicine, one part to the paison who

shall have produced in the field of literature the most outstandrng  work of an idealistic

tendency, and one part to the person who shall have done the most or the best work

for the holding and promotion of peace congresses. The prizes for physics and

chemrstry shall be awarded by the Swedish Academy of Sciences: that for

physiological or medical works by the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm; that for

literature by the Academy in Stockholm, and that for champions of peace by the

committee of five persons to be elected by the Norwegian Storting.0  is my express

wash  that in awarding the prizes no consideration  whatever shall be given to the

nat iona l i t y  o f  cand ida tes .  bu t  tha t  the  most  wor thy  sha l l  rece ive  the  p r ize ,  whether  he  a

Scandinav ian or  not . ”

Paris, November27.1895

“To the person who shall have produced in the field of literature

the most outstanding work of a idealistic tendency.“3

3 Ibid., p.  68.
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The Royal  Swedish Academy  of fdhtb&l~~

Sciences 3374n61  Wu3a%axv4 ~~9~~nisaJoY519a"aTpdIEIa  7u-h~  10

P&I~%WWI~~  The Royal  Caroline l5tarnal  wqfd

Medico-Chirurgical  Institute

a1=u~a~isk%!  The Swedish  Acad-

emy  rmmsl~a"fd~n~w~  The Nobel I
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5.1 fll%lfd~"~

cl n.B(. !hnqR llJwlFf

I go 1 Wilhelm Rontgen Ger.

19  o 2 Hendrik Antoon Lorentz Neth.

Pieter Zeeman Neth.

1903 Antoine-Henri Bacquerel Fr.

Pierre Curie

Marie Curie

1904  Lord  Rayleigh

1905  Philipp Lenard

1906  Sir J.J. Thomson

1907 A.A. Michelson

1908  Gabriel Lippmann

1909  Gugllielmo Marconi

Karl Braun

Fr.

Fr.

Brit.

Ger.

Brit.

U.S.

Fr.

Italy

Ger.

t-i%llIA

discovery of X-rays

investigation of the influence

of magnetism on radiation

discovery of spontaneous

radioactivity

investigations of radiation

phenomena discovered by A-H

Bacquerel

discovery of argon

research on cathode rays

researches into electrical

conductivity of gases

spectroscopic and metrological

investigations

photographic reproduction of

colours

development of wireless telegraphy



fhff.  &I-qn
1910 J. van der Waais

19  11 Wilhelm Wien

1912  Nils Gustaf Dalen

1913 H. Kamerlingh Onnes

1914 Max von Laue

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920 Charles Guillaume

1921 Albert Einstein

1922 Niels Bohr

Sir William Bragg

Sir Lawrence Bragg

(no award)

Charles Barkla

Max Planck Ger.

Johannes Stark Ger.

1 8

llswlff

Neth.

Ger.

Swed.

Neth.

Ger.

Brit.

Brit.

Brit.

Switz.

Switz.

Den.

WtNlU

research concerning the equation

of state of gases and liquids

discoveries regarding laws

governing heat radiation

invention of automatic regulators

for lighting coastal beacons and

light buoys

investigation into the properties

of matter at low temperatures;

production of liquid helium

discovery of diffraction of

X-rays by crystals

analysis of crystal structure by

means of X-rays

discovery of characteristic

X-radiation of elements

discovery of elemental quanta

discovery of Doppler effect in

positive Ion rays and division

of spectral lines in electric field

discovery of anomalies in alloys

seryices  to theoretical physics

investigation of atomic structure

and radiation
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1923 Robert Millikan U.S.

1924

1925

Karl Siegbahn Swed.

James Franck Ger.

Gustav Hertz Ger.

1926 Jean-Baptiste Perrin Fr.

1927 Arthur Holly Compton U.S.

Charles Wilson Brit.

1928 Sir Owen Richardson Brit.

1929 Louis de Broglie Fr.

1930 Sir C. Raman India

1931 (no award) 7

1932 Werner Heisenberg Ger.

1933

1935

P.A.M. Dirac

Erwin Schrodinger

(no award)

Sir James Chadwick

Brit.

Austria in quantum mechanics

1934

Brit. discovery of the neutron

1 9

HiNlU

work on elementary electric

charge and the photoelectric

effect

work in X-rays spectroscopy

discovery of the laws governing

the impact of a electron upon

an atom

work on discontinuous structure

of matter

discovery of wave-length change

in diffused X-rays

method of making visible the paths

of electrically charged particles

discovery of Richardson’s law

discovery of the wave nature of

electrons

work on light diffusion; discovery

of Raman  effect

formulation of indeterminacy

principle of quantum mechanics

introduction of wave-equations
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¶%l.n.  &I-qn
1936 Victor Hess

Carl Anderson

193  7 Clinton Davisson

Sir George Paget

Thomson

1938 Enrico Fermi

1939  Ernest Lawrence

1943 Otto Stem

1944  Isidor Rabi

i 94 5 Wolfgang Pauli

194  6 Percy Bridgman

1947  Sir Edward Appleton

1948 Patrick Blackett

1949  Yukawa Hideki

d4wlff  HLW-IU

Austria discovery of cosmic radiation

U.S. discovery of the positron

u s . experimental demonstration of the

Brit. interference phenomenon in

crystals irradiated by electrons

Italy disclosure of artificial

radioactive elements produced

by neutron irradiation

U.S. invention of the cyclotron

U.S. discovery of the magnetic moment

of the protron

U.S. resonance method for registration

of magnetic properties of atomic

nuclei

Austria discovery of the exclusion

us.

Brit.

Brit.

Japan

principle

discoveries in the domain of

high-pressure physics

discovery of Appleton layer in

upper atmosphere

discoveries in the domain of

nuclear physics and cosmic

radiation

prediction of the existence

of mesons


